
pollution causes asthma in children (3), but evidence that outdoor
pollution causes adult-onset asthma is sparse and equivocal. A
nationwide study of women from the United States found that each
3.6 mg/m3 of long-term PM2.5 exposure was associated with an
odds ratio of 1.20 (95% confidence interval, 0.99–1.46) for
adult-onset asthma, with similar findings for NO2 (6). A large
multicohort study in Europe (ESCAPE) reported numerous
positive but insignificant associations between different traffic-
related exposure metrics and adult asthma incidence (7). Perhaps
the window of vulnerability for asthma onset due to air pollution
has already passed by age 35. Unfortunately, the authors were
limited in their ability to investigate exposures earlier than this
3-year window with a 1-year lag.

Sampling error is unlikely given that very large sample size, but
bias is possible. The use of the health administrative databases
precluded direct adjustment for potential individual-level confounders
such as smoking, obesity, or family history of asthma. Unmeasured or
residual confounding could bias results. Any negative confounding
variables, however, would have to only (ormore strongly) affect asthma
over COPD to explain the null result for asthma only. Although
outcomemisclassification is possible, the asthma ascertainmentmethod
used here by Shin and colleagues is similar to methods commonly
applied in epidemiologic studies and not likely a major source of bias.
Finally, we would expect any severe exposure misclassification to bias
both the COPD and asthma analyses, thus it is not likely a major factor
to explain the null asthma findings.

Air pollution effect estimates are often relatively small
(hazard ratio, 1.03–1.06 in this study), highlighting the need for large,
well-conducted studies, such as the one by Shin and colleagues. Air
pollution exposure is ubiquitous, and even a small effect estimate can
have a large impact on the population’s health, especially when it
contributes to the incidence of a chronic disease that impairs quality of
life and increases health care use. From a policy standpoint, an increase
in the incidence of an irreversible chronic disease is even more costly
to society than acute events, such as asthma or COPD hospitalizations.
There is a great need for studies on long-term air pollution exposure
from childhood into adulthood and the incidence of chronic
respiratory disease in adults. Research such as this work that involves
areas where pollution concentrations are mostly below current
regulatory standards is especially informative for future policy
decision-making to protect public health. n
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Interstitial Lung Abnormalities and Aging Biomarkers: A Mediation

Benjamin Franklin famously wrote that “life’s tragedy is that we get
old too soon and wise too late.” Although one may be faulted for
getting wise too late, getting old too soon may be out of his or her

control. Molecular risk factors that predispose to accelerated aging
have been identified across the genetic, epigenetic, transcriptomic,
and proteomic landscape (1). Those with evidence of accelerated
biologic aging are more likely to develop common age-related
conditions such as heart disease and malignancy but also appear to
be at increased risk of lung disease. Short telomere length and DNA
methylation, both potential markers of accelerated biologic aging
(1), predispose to the development of fibrosing interstitial lung
disease (ILD), resulting in progressive lung function decline and
high mortality (2–4). A number of biomarkers that reflect biologic
aging processes are also key mediators of fibrogenesis (5–8),
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suggesting a biologic link between fibrotic ILD and accelerated
aging.

In this light, there exists high potential for the biologic
processes of normal aging and pathologic accelerated aging to shed
light on those contributing to the development of fibrosing ILD.
Because the presence of pulmonary fibrosis suggest that the horse
has already left the proverbial barn, studies aimed at elucidating the
pathogenesis of fibrosing ILD could be particularly informative
when performed in those with the earliest features of ILD, termed
“interstitial lung abnormalities” (ILAs) (9). Most ILAs progress
over time, increase in prevalence with age and smoking history, and
likely have a negative impact on survival (10–13), supporting their
classification as early ILD. Moreover, these associations appear to
strengthen in those with fibrotic ILAs (11), suggesting that ILAs
capture the entire continuum of ILD from early morphologic
changes to clinically relevant disease.

In this issue of the Journal, Sanders and colleagues
(pp. 1149–1157) seek to address the link between ILAs detected
by chest computed tomography (CT) in participants from the
Framingham Heart Study and plasma biomarkers of accelerated
aging (14). These authors assessed 10 previously reported
biomarkers of aging (8) and found that increasing plasma
concentration of GDF15 (growth differentiation factor 15), TNFR
(tumor necrosis factor a receptor II), IL-6, and CRP (C-reactive
protein) was associated with increased odds of ILA presence.
GDF15 and TNFR in particular were strongly associated ILA
presence, with each unit increase in log transformed value
increasing the odds of ILA presence by greater than threefold.
Importantly, these results were robust to adjustment for
other age-related conditions such as cancer, hypertension, and
coronary artery disease, which was measured by coronary artery
calcium score. To validate their GDF15 findings, Sanders and
colleagues tested the association between this biomarker and
ILAs in an independent cohort drawn from COPDgene study
(NCT00608764). GDF15 was again associated with ILA presence,
with each unit increase in log transformed value increasing the
odds of ILA presence by greater than eightfold.

Sanders and colleagues then assessed the association between
these aging biomarkers and mortality risk. Although no association
reached statistical significance after adjustment for multiple testing,
increased concentrations of GDF15, TNFR, and an insulin growth
factor were associated with an increase in mortality risk. Among
COPDgene participants, GDF15 was also associated with survival,
with each unit increase in log transformed value increasing the
hazard of death by 60%, supporting the findings in the Framingham
cohort. Finally, given the shared associations between these
biomarkers, aging, and the presence of ILAs, these authors
conducted causal mediation analysis to determine the extent to
which each biomarker mediated the association between ILAs and
age. They found that TNFR and IL-6 mediated just under 10% of the
association between ILAs and age, whereas GDF15 mediated 22%
but failed to cross the statistical significance threshold after
adjustment for multiple testing. GDF15 was again tested in
COPDgene participants and was found to mediate 58% of the
association between ILAs and age.

Taken together, these findings provide new and important
insight into the shared pathobiology of ILA development and aging
and support the work of others showing GDF15 to be an important
mediator of fibrosing ILD (7). Validation of the observed

associations between ILA presence and IL-6, TNFR, and CRP
concentrations would strengthen these findings even further, as
these biomarkers were not available in the COPDgene cohort.
Another limitation worth noting stems from the time interval
between biomarker determination and chest CT acquisition. At
least 1 year elapsed for all 10 biomarkers assessed, and more than 5
years elapsed for several of the key biomarkers identified in this
study, including GDF15 (7 yr), IL-6 (5.1 yr), and TNFR (5.1 yr).
These time intervals make the Framingham cohort results difficult
to interpret in isolation, but GDF15 validation in COPDgene
participants suggests true association and greatly strengthens the
findings overall.

The findings presented here provide not only important
pathobiologic information but also an exciting glimpse into the
future of ILD screening. Like wisdom, fibrosing ILD is an
evolution rather than discrete state of being and has early and late
phases that bookend an intermediary phase of variable length.
Detection of early-phase ILD remains a major challenge. Despite
prior studies showing ILAs to be present in up to 10% of screened
individuals (10–13), the proportion of these individuals who
develop clinically significant ILD and the timeframe over which
that happens remains unclear. Until these questions are answered,
systematic ILD screening using chest CT is likely to remain
unrealistic and cost ineffective. Consequently, the findings
presented here may serve as a stepping-stone toward blood-based
ILD screening. This will undoubtedly require the identification
and validation of additional biomarkers beyond those presented
here, but this study represents an exciting first step in the right
direction. n
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RNA Methylation: A New Regulator of Vascular Remodeling in
Pulmonary Hypertension

Pulmonary hypertension (PH) is a chronic and progressive vascular
disease characterized by a major constrictive remodeling of the distal
pulmonary vasculature leading to increase in pulmonary artery pressure,
resistance, and ultimately heart failure (1). Although there is a good
understanding of the cellular processes occurring during the
development of the disease, including endothelial cell dysfunction and
apoptosis and smooth muscle cell (SMC) proliferation, the therapeutic
options to limit or revert its progression are limited (2). This may be
explained by a lack of understanding and knowledge of the intracellular
mechanisms driving cellular dysfunction. Recent investigations have
pointed out the contribution of nuclear, transcriptional, and epigenetic
mechanisms in mediating PH-associated environmental changes into
cell phenotypic and functional perturbations (1, 3). In this issue of the
Journal, Hu and colleagues (pp. 1158–1172) identified a novel epigenetic
mechanism, namely RNA methylation, as a driver of vascular
remodeling and SMC proliferation in PH (4).

Epigenetics is an ensemble of mechanisms regulating genome
organization, stability, and gene expression without modification of
the DNA sequence. These mechanisms include DNA adenine and
cytosine modifications, posttranslational modifications of histone
residues, and expression of noncoding RNA. All these regulatory
systems play a role in regulating gene expression by acting on
chromatin conformation and gene accessibility to transcription
machinery, transcription factor binding, and mRNA stability and
degradation. More recently, mRNA base modifications have also
been described, among them N6 adenosine methylation or m6A.
Like other epigenetic systems, mRNA methylation dynamics and
functions require the participation of three types of proteins:
“writers” catalyzing N6 adenosine methylation, “erasers” reverting

these modifications, and “readers” recognizing and utilizing
methylated mRNA residues for the recruitment of translational
complexes (5). Importantly, the role of methylation on mRNA
highly depends on which “reader” is involved and may be
diametrically different. Although m6A “reader” YTHDF1 (YTH
domain–containing family protein 1) promotes mRNA translation,
YTHDF2 causes mRNA instability and degradation (6). This
reflects the complexity and versatility of mRNA methylation on
gene regulation and protein expression.

Hu and colleagues found a robust increase inmRNAmethylation
levels and m6A “reader” YTHDF1 expression in the pulmonary
vasculature of patients with PH as well as in animal and in vitro
models of PH (Figure 1). By performing global genetic deletion of
YTHDF1, they provide strong evidence that m6A-mediated YTHDF1
recruitment on a subset of transcripts contributes to detrimental
vascular remodeling in Sugen/hypoxia-treated mice. Mechanistically,
m6A and YTHDF1 exacerbate SMC proliferation, at least in part by
increasing the translation of MAGED1. MAGED1 transcript is
methylated by the methyltransferase METTL3 and targeted by
YTHDF1 in mice with PH. MAGED1 knockout phenocopies
YTHDF1 deletion and prevents PH development. These studies
are compelling in demonstrating a causal role of this central
epigenetic mechanism in the development of PH and draw an
interesting parallel with recent discoveries in other proliferative
disorders such as cancer, in which studies have already identified
alteration of mRNA methylation homeostasis as a driver of
tumoral cell proliferation. An elevated YTHDF1 expression has
been reported in multiple cancers, and functional studies have
demonstrated that YTHDF1 plays a detrimental role with respect
to tumor growth, metastasis, and antitumor immunity (7, 8). These
reports suggest a common YTHDF1-dependent pathway driving
hyperproliferative processes in cancer and PH, thus reinforcing the
cancer theory of PH (9). In contrast, MAGED1 appears to display
opposite roles in these diseases. In human and mouse models of PH,
MAGED1 is overexpressed due to an increase in translation
mediated by YTHDF1. Knockout and knockdown experiments
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